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The last 12 months of LIBOR transition
General
• On March 5, 2021, it was confirmed that USD-LIBOR will continue publication through June 30, 2023
• This announcement set the "spread adjustment" for 1-month USD LIBOR at 11.448 bps and for 3-month USD LIBOR at 26.161 bps
Derivatives markets
• The CCPs completed their discounting transitions in October 2020
• ISDA launched their IBOR Fallbacks Protocol and Supplement in October 2020 which became effective on January 25, 2021
o Over 13,000 entities have adhered to the Protocol
o Barring some pre-agreed exception, ISDA’s new fallback definitions apply to new derivatives after January 25, 2021
• Both CCPs have incorporated ISDA’s fallbacks into their rulebooks
Loan markets
• In the loan market, the GSEs have stopped originating new LIBOR-indexed financings and are only originating SOFR-based loans
• New loans incorporate fallback language for LIBOR, though such language continues to vary
• In CRE, we still have not seen lenders outside the GSEs quoting non-LIBOR based financings or providing clarity on how they intend to administer loans

Accounting
• ASC 848 provides for elections to continue existing accounting for contracts modified solely for changes in terms related to reference rate reforms
• Other changes of terms unrelated to the reference rate would result in the inability to make elections to maintain current contract accounting
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What we are still waiting on
• When will there be a “term SOFR”?

• Will banks adopt “add-ons” for credit spreads?
• When will banks actually start making non-LIBOR based loans to commercial real estate borrowers?
• How will non-LIBOR indexed loans be administered? Will there be a multi-rate world?
• What is the future of the Legislative Fixes, both in the NY Legislature and possibly Federally?
• How will the FCA use new powers related to ensuring an orderly wind-down of LIBOR granted to them under the Financial Services Bill?

• The FCA will “continue to consider” whether to compel IBA to publish synthetic one-, three-, and six-month USD LIBOR beyond June
30, 2023
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Engage and learn with Chatham

Visit our website for more educational content
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Contact me
Rob Mangrelli
Director
Hedging and Capital Markets
+1 484 731 0419
rmangrelli@chathamfinancial.com

Rob Mangrelli is a Director on Chatham’s Real Estate hedging and capital markets team.
He advises clients ranging from publicly traded equity and mortgage REITs to specialty
finance, debt funds, and private real estate funds. Rob specializes in providing interest
rate and foreign currency risk management strategies. Since joining Chatham, Rob has
provided hedging strategies, derivatives regulatory advisory, and hedge accounting
guidance for commercial real estate investors. Prior to joining Chatham, Rob worked for
EY focusing on audits of financial institutions. He is an inactive CPA in the state of
Pennsylvania and a CFA charterholder. Rob graduated from the University of Delaware
with bachelor’s in accounting and a minor in management information systems.
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Chatham Hedging Advisors, LLC (CHA) is a subsidiary of Chatham Financial Corp. and provides hedge advisory, accounting and execution services related to swap transactions in the United States. CHA is registered with the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC) as a commodity trading advisor and is a member of the National Futures Association (NFA); however, neither the CFTC nor the NFA have passed upon the merits of participating in any advisory services offered by CHA. For further
information, please visit chathamfinancial.com/legal/notices.
Transactions in over-the-counter derivatives (or “swaps”) have significant risks, including, but not limited to, substantial risk of loss. You should consult your own business, legal, tax and accounting advisers with respect to proposed swap transaction and you
should refrain from entering into any swap transaction unless you have fully understood the terms and risks of the transaction, including the extent of your potential risk of loss. This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of
Chatham Hedging Advisors and could be deemed a solicitation for entering into a derivatives transaction. This material is not a research report prepared by Chatham Hedging Advisors. If you are not an experienced user of the derivatives markets, capable of
making independent trading decisions, then you should not rely solely on this communication in making trading decisions.
All rights reserved.
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